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INTRODUCTION

Ultrasound, comprising sound waves with a frequen-
cy above 20 kHz that humans cannot hear, is used in a 
wide range of diagnostic imaging applications.1 How-
ever, ultrasound also has great potential for therapeu-
tic applications at a higher power and is an emerging 
treatment applied in a range of clinical fields.2,3 Ultra-
sound can be widely used in ablative or nondestructive 
therapies, depending on the level of ultrasound energy 
provided.4 The number of possible therapeutic applica-
tions of ultrasound in neurological diseases continues 

to increase dramatically, as the potential of this method 
becomes more widely recognized. 

Therapeutic ultrasound is now approved by the Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) for use in the United 
States and in many countries outside of the United 
States for treatment of certain neurological diseases. 
However, its therapeutic applications are rapidly ex-
panding for several neurological indications in hu-
mans. Not all clinical applications have reached the 
level of routine application in clinical practice. How-
ever, as transducer and computer control technologies 
have rapidly developed in recent years, the therapeutic 
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applications of ultrasound are quite promising. Ultra-
sonic technology has shown very encouraging results 
for therapeutic application, and is at a highly advanced 
stage of research. In this review, we discuss the current 
clinical applications of therapeutic ultrasound, as well 
as the fields in which this promising technology is ex-
pected to be useful.

BIOLOGICAL MECHANISM

Ultrasound, under appropriate exposure conditions, 
can produce a wide range of biological effects in thera-
peutic application (Fig. 1). Individual ultrasound beams 
do not affect tissues as they pass through. However, 
the convergence of ultrasonic energy at a single point 
results in many important biological effects, depending 
on the tissue characteristics and ultrasound parame-
ters.4 Focused ultrasound (FUS) uses concentrated ul-
trasound energy, where multiple beams intersect on a 

single point. Ultrasonic frequencies in the range of 20 
kHz to about 3 MHz are utilized in therapeutic ultra-
sound, whereas frequencies beyond these are used in 
diagnostic ultrasound.1

In therapy, ultrasound can induce effects not only 
through focal heating but also through non-thermal 
or mechanical effects, including cavitation, acoustic 
streaming, radiation forced tissue displacement, me-
chanical stress, or other undetermined non-thermal 
processes.2,3 Continuous ultrasound waves with high 
intensity can induce tissue ablation or hyperthermia, 
whereas non-thermal, pulsed ultrasound waves can in-
duce neuromodulation, microbubble-mediated open-
ing of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) to facilitate drug 
delivery to the brain, tissue healing, and immunomod-
ulation.4 Several different mechanisms may contribute 
concurrently to the total biological effects of therapeu-
tic ultrasound.2,3

Fig. 1. Neurological diseases that can be treated in clinical practice, according to the biological mechanism of therapeutic ultrasound. Ultrasound 
can be widely used in ablative or nondestructive therapies, depending on the level of ultrasound energy provided. Therapeutic ultrasound has 
been approved in many countries, for the treatment of essential tremor, Parkinson’s disease, neuropathic pain, depression, and obsessive-compul-
sive disorder (*). The use of therapeutic ultrasound for the treatment of essential tremor has been approved by the United States Food and Drug 
Administration (†). The number of possible therapeutic applications of ultrasound in neurological diseases continues to grow dramatically, as the 
potential of this method becomes more widely recognized. Therapeutic applications of ultrasound have the potential to significantly change treat-
ment paradigms in neurological diseases. ds; disease. *Approved by countries outside the United States. †Approved by the United States Food 
and Drug Administration. 
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NEUROSURGERY

1. Brain tumor ablation and functional brain ablation

Thermal ablation, which is the most direct mecha-
nism of FUS, can be used to treat brain tumors. How-
ever, this has been limited to small case series because 
of concern that FUS, which is strong enough to induce 
thermal necrosis, carries an increased risk of intracra-
nial hemorrhage (ICH), intracranial hypertension, and 
cerebral edema.5,6 Furthermore, power limitations, and 
restriction of the target area by the surrounding sensi-
tive brain tissue, prevent sufficient heating for tumor 
ablation.7,8 For these reasons, clinical trials using FUS 
for thermal ablation, focused on sites near the center of 
the brain, have not shown satisfactory results. Conse-
quently, in contrast to tumor ablation, much research 
has been directed at neurosurgery using FUS for func-
tional brain ablation, and there have been dramatic de-
velopments worldwide (Fig. 1).

Early exploration of FUS for clinical use was limited 
by beam distortion and energy absorption, because of 
the skull. However, advances in technology have al-
lowed safety monitoring and confirmation of the ener-
gy being applied at the acoustic focus.2 More recently, 
FUS treatment has been monitored in real-time with 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (MR-guided fo-
cused ultrasound [MRgFUS]). Thus, thermal lesioning 
can be performed accurately and evaluated immedi-
ately.9 This noninvasive procedure does not need scalp 
incision, bur hole or electrode penetrating to the brain, 
hence eliminating the risk of complications due to 
infection. Neurosurgery using FUS has made remark-
able progress and is approved in the United States to 
treat essential tremor. Additional indications that have 
been approved outside of the United States are Parkin-
son’s disease, neuropathic pain, depression and obses-
sive-compulsive disorder (Fig. 1).

2. Essential tremor 

The most technologically advanced application of 
ultrasound, involving therapeutic functional brain abla-
tion using FUS, is for the treatment of essential tremor. 
MRgFUS thalamotomy is an approved, effective, novel, 
and minimally invasive ablative treatment for essential 

tremor. In two pilot studies, essential tremor improved 
in patients treated with MRgFUS thalamotomy target-
ing the ventral intermediate nucleus (Vim) of the thala-
mus.10,11 A subsequent multicenter randomized control 
trial (RCT) in patients with medically refractory essen-
tial tremor showed that MRgFUS thalamotomy signifi-
cantly improved tremor and disability scores compared 
to those of the placebo group.12 Adverse events in the 
MRgFUS treatment group included gait disturbance in 
36%, and sensory disturbances in 38%, of patients.

Adverse events, and the effectiveness of MRgFUS for 
essential tremor treatment, could be highly dependent 
on the location and size of thalamotomy lesions. The 
area of optimal tremor response after MRgFUS thala-
motomy was identified at the posterior portion of the 
Vim, whereas lesions extending beyond the posterior 
region of the Vim and lateral or inferolateral to the 
thalamus were associated with an increased risk for 
various acute adverse effects.13 Therefore, recent stud-
ies have explored the possibility of refining current 
MRgFUS treatment planning and targeting, thereby re-
ducing side effects and improving clinical outcomes in 
patients with essential tremor, using various imaging 
technologies, such as diffusion tractography.14

3. Parkinson’s disease 

As the efficacy of MRgFUS for treatment of essential 
tremor has been proven, efforts to utilize MRgFUS for 
the treatment of non-essential tremor syndromes con-
tinue. Recent studies have demonstrated that MRgFUS 
in the Vim is a promising treatment to effectively treat 
tremors, other than essential tremor, in a wide range of 
disorders, especially Parkinson’s disease.15-17 A recent 
RCT showed that FUS thalamotomy for patients with 
tremor-dominant Parkinson’s disease improved medi-
cation-refractory tremor in these patients.17 

Other studies have reported that pallidotomy using 
MRgFUS, i.e., lesioning of the globus pallidus interna 
or the fiber tracts exiting the pallidum en route to the 
thalamus (pallidothalamic tract), could also be an effec-
tive treatment for patients with Parkinson’s disease.18,19 
In treating Parkinson’s disease is unclear as to which 
area is the best target, or whether different targets 
should be used for different patients, depending on 
disease symptoms. Future studies need to investigate 
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these uncertainties and compare the outcomes of MRg-
FUS and deep brain stimulation, which is the current 
gold-standard surgical treatment option for medically 
refractory Parkinson’s disease.

4. Neuropathic pain 

Another clinical indication for ablative treatment in 
the thalamus using FUS is chronic medically refractory 
neuropathic pain. In fact, the first reported function-
al brain ablation application of MRgFUS was for the 
treatment of chronic neuropathic pain. Central lateral 
thalamotomy using MRgFUS in patients suffering from 
chronic medically refractory neuropathic pain result-
ed in satisfactory pain relief in 57% of patients after 1 
year.20,21 However, there was one reported complication 
of bleeding in the study, and further clinical trials are 
underway to investigate the effectiveness and safety of 
MRgFUS thalamotomy for chronic neuropathic pain 
(NCT01699477 and NCT03111277). The results of these 
studies need to be confirmed in the future.

5. Neuropsychiatric conditions

Bilateral capsulotomy using MRgFUS has shown sig-
nificant improvement in the management of neuropsy-
chiatric conditions, such as depression and anxiety.22,23 
Previous studies have reported that functional brain ab-
lation using MRgFUS targeting the anterior limb of the 
internal capsule improved neuropsychiatric symptoms 
in patients with medically refractory major depres-
sive disorder and obsessive-compulsive disorder.22,23 
Currently, several trials are underway that explore the 
use of MRgFUS in the treatment of medically refrac-
tory depression and obsessive-compulsive disorder 
(NCT01986296, NCT03156335, and NCT02348411). The 
results of these trials are eagerly awaited and could lead 
to better control of these conditions.

THERAPEUTIC DELIVERY

1. Transient blood-brain barrier opening

Although not currently used in clinical practice, 
FUS-enhanced therapeutic delivery is an unlimited 

field for future exploration. Endothelial cells in the 
brain have continuous tight junctions that form the 
BBB. This barrier is a major roadblock for the treat-
ment of neurological disorders, due to the restricted 
access of many types of therapeutics from the blood-
stream into the brain (Fig. 2).1,24 Therefore, therapeutic 
delivery across the BBB remains challenging. Non-ther-
mal ultrasound, using mechanical mechanisms of ac-
tion, can be used to manipulate opening of the BBB for 
the targeted delivery of drugs, genes, cells, antibodies, 
growth factors, or other agents to the desired area of the 
brain.25,26 By changing the sonication parameters to the 
pulsed mode, rather than the continuous mode used 
for ablation, localized, controlled, transient, reversible, 
and reproducible opening of the BBB can be achieved 
using ultrasound.26,27 This transient BBB opening can 
allow the systemic delivery of therapeutic agents, in-
jected to locally sonicated areas of the brain, avoiding 
damage to surrounding neural tissue (Fig. 2).

FUS-induced BBB opening occurs via a process of 
cavitation, and injection of preformed microbubbles 
is performed to ensure biological effects, even at low-
er-energy sonication, and to reduce adverse effects on 
the surrounding neural tissue.25,28 The expansion of 
microbubbles, in response to ultrasound, displaces the 
vessel wall and transiently opens the tight junctions 
of the BBB, thereby allowing drugs to enter the brain 
(Fig. 2).1,3,29 Previous studies have demonstrated the use 
of FUS to enhance the delivery of a number of drugs 
across the BBB in animals.30-32 Additional studies have 
applied this technology to deliver other therapeutic 
agents, including stem cells, nucleic acids, and anti-
bodies, for the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases 
in animals.33,34 Finally, results of a landmark trial using 
FUS to open the BBB in Alzheimer’s disease patients 
temporarily showed that FUS was feasible and safe and 
could be used to open the BBB repeatedly.35 This trial 
is the first small, but critically important, step in a pro-
cess that could potentially lead to a novel approach in 
treating Alzheimer’s disease, by delivering therapeutic 
agents directly to the desired site of the brain. Further 
research via a phase 2a trial, with a larger group of Alz-
heimer's disease patients, will be needed to determine 
the safety and efficacy of using FUS to breach the BBB.

Transient BBB opening, using therapeutic ultra-
sound, could be performed in almost all neurological 
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diseases. Recently, another clinical trial showed that 
the novel technology of BBB opening using MRgFUS 
is feasible and safe in patients with primary brain tu-
mors.36 If therapeutic agents can be safely delivered to 
the desired brain region with transient BBB opening 
using therapeutic ultrasound, options for many novel 
treatments will become available. These include amy-
loid-beta antibodies for treating Alzheimer’s disease; 
genes or small interfering RNAs for treating genetic 
diseases; and stem cell therapy for treating ischemic, 
traumatic, and neurodegenerative diseases (Fig. 1).

2. Sonodynamic therapy

Low-power ultrasound has another beneficial effect 
in FUS-enhanced therapeutic delivery, as well as the 
temporary opening of BBB. Low-intensity ultrasound 

temporarily increases cell membrane permeability 
during exposure to ultrasound, known as sonoporation, 
and activates therapeutic agents via sono-sensitization 
(Fig. 2).37,38 Some therapeutic agents have characteristics 
of sono-sensitizers and exhibit synergistic interactions 
with ultrasound.38 Treatment involving sonoporation 
and sono-sensitization using ultrasound is termed son-
odynamic therapy (Fig. 2).38,39 Currently, sonodynamic 
therapy is mainly studied and utilized in the field of 
cancer treatment. This therapy relies on sono-sensi-
tizing compounds and FUS to generate intracellular 
reactive oxygen species, causing cancer cell death in 
brain tumors.40 In the future, however, therapeutic ef-
fectiveness in a wide variety neurological diseases could 
be enhanced by sonodynamic therapy (Fig. 1).37,39,40

Fig. 2. Tight junctions of the BBB are a major obstacle to the effective delivery of potential therapeutic agents to the brain. When combined with 
microbubbles and ultrasound, expansion of microbubbles in response to ultrasound displaces the vessel wall and can temporarily open the BBB in 
a safe, localized, controlled, reversible and reproducible manner. Ultrasound-enhanced therapeutic delivery allows the passage of multiple drugs, 
neuroprotective agents, antibodies, circulating cells or even genes, to desired brain regions. Low-intensity ultrasound can activate therapeutic 
agents that have characteristics of sono-sensitizers, thereby enhancing the effect of treatment via sonoporation and sono-sensitization, known as 
sonodynamic therapy. BBB; blood-brain barrier, MB; microbubble.
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NEUROMODULATION

Low-intensity pulsed ultrasound can be used as a 
therapeutic tool for functional neuromodulation and 
alteration of neural activity, either activation or in-
hibition, similar to conventional neuromodulatory 
treatment.41 The currently used conventional neuro-
modulatory treatments have various disadvantages, 
such as their impact on the metabolism of pharma-
cological treatments and surgical procedures of elec-
trode implantation for electrical treatments or deep 
brain stimulation.42 Conversely, previous studies have 
demonstrated reversible and non-invasive neuromod-
ulatory and neuroprotective effects of low-intensity 
ultrasound on targeted brain regions, without elevating 
the temperature causing ablation.41,42 Neuromodulation 
can also be achieved by the delivery of neuroactive sub-
stances to the desired area with transient BBB opening, 
using FUS (Fig. 2).

Therefore, neuromodulation using ultrasound is a 
promising potential application in the treatment of 
various neurological diseases (Fig. 1). Ultrasound could 
be effective for modulation of brain activity, including 
hippocampus and cortex activation, mood improve-
ment, and inhibition of sensory paresthesia, depend-
ing on the targeted brain site.43,44 Recent studies have 
demonstrated that low-intensity ultrasound could be 
a powerful tool to prevent neuronal degeneration and 
can safely modulate the activity of cortical, thalamic 
and hippocampal circuits in humans as well as ani-
mals.44,45 These neuromodulatory effects might provide 
a novel therapeutic application of ultrasound to nonin-
vasively target neurodegenerative and cerebrovascular 
lesions, or seizure foci (Fig. 1). Ultrasound-mediated 
neuromodulation could also be used for the treatment 
of neuropsychiatric conditions. Levels of brain-derived 
neurotrophic factor (BDNF) are reduced in depression, 
and this could be a fundamental cause of the condi-
tion.46 Evidence suggests that pulsed ultrasound stimu-
lates neuronal circuits and increases BDNF levels in the 
hippocampus.42

The technological development of ultrasound will 
allow multiple brain regions to be targeted. These ar-
eas include deep-brain regions, like the amygdala for 
emotions, thalamus for attention, and brain stem for 
arousal and sleep.47 Superficial brain circuits, including 

the prefrontal cortex for decision-making, premotor 
cortex for movement planning, and posterior parietal 
cortex for spatial processing, could also be targeted.47 
Although the effects on other brain areas and the un-
derlying molecular and cellular changes are poorly un-
derstood at present, ultrasound-mediated neuromod-
ulation could open new avenues for further enhancing 
the treatment of various neurological diseases.

SONOTHROMBOLYSIS AND ANGIOGENESIS

Ultrasound-induced thrombolysis and angiogenesis 
have shown potential for the treatment of vascular dis-
eases, mostly in improving recanalization after vessel 
occlusion.48,49 In patients with acute ischemic stroke 
(AIS), high-frequency ultrasound significantly enhanced 
tissue plasminogen activator (tPA)-induced arterial re-
canalization, compared with tPA alone, and was found 
not to be associated with an increased risk of symptom-
atic ICH in a comprehensive meta-analyses and phase 
2 trial.48,50,51 Conversely, low-frequency and high-inten-
sity ultrasound was associated with a high risk of hem-
orrhage.52 These findings led to the conclusion that 
high-frequency ultrasound could be safe and effective 
for clot lysis in cases of AIS.1,48,49 However, recent pre-
clinical studies have demonstrated that high-intensity 
FUS, rather than unfocused low-intensity ultrasound 
used in previous clinical trials, is a favorable option for 
thrombolysis with or without tPA.53 These results war-
rant further investigation in a clinical setting, by pro-
spective RCTs.

In previous meta-analyses, high-frequency ultra-
sound-enhanced thrombolysis was associated not only 
with a higher likelihood of complete recanalization but 
also functional independence (defined as a 3-month 
modified Rankin Scale score of 0–1 or 0–2) when com-
pared with tPA alone.50,51 After the promising results of 
the previously mentioned phase 2 trial and meta-analy-
ses, a phase 3 clinical RCT that was initiated to confirm 
the effect of sonothrombolysis on functional outcome 
was terminated, and the results of the trial have recent-
ly been released.54,55 Sonothrombolysis was reported to 
be feasible and most likely safe in patients treated with 
tPA after AIS. However, no clinical benefit was seen at 3 
months after treatment.55
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Clinical trials with microspheres for enhancing the 
effect of sonothrombolysis have also been conducted. 
In a recent RCT, sonothrombolysis with microspheres 
showed a trend toward higher recanalization and func-
tional independence rates, compared with tPA alone. 
However, the treatment effect did not reach statistical 
significance.56 Other RCTs and meta-analyses have 
reported that sonothrombolysis with microspheres is 
safe and effective, leading to more complete recanaliza-
tion and a trend toward better clinical outcomes.50,51,57,58 
These results warrant further investigation into the role 
of sonothrombolysis with microspheres in the treat-
ment of AIS with large vessel occlusion (LVO).

In patients with LVO-related AIS, the efficacy of 
endovascular treatment (EVT) is excellent, and it is 
therefore recommended as the standard treatment in 
current guidelines.59 However, sonothrombolysis could 
be applied in patients with LVO who are not candi-
dates for EVT, in cases in which EVT has failed, or in 
countries where EVT is not yet offered as a standard of 
care.55 Sonothrombolysis may also enable clot lysis in 
intracranial vessel locations that are hard to reach, or 
present a high risk for perforation in EVT. Recently, a 
phase 3 clinical trial was initiated to evaluate the efficacy 
and safety of sonothrombolysis as an adjunctive therapy 
to tPA, before EVT, in patients with LVO (NCT03519737). 
The results of this study suggest that sonothrombolysis 
treatment, combined with EVT, could increase thera-
peutic effects.

Therapeutic ultrasound could also be useful for clot 
hemolysis in patients with spontaneous intracerebral 
hemorrhage.53 In preclinical studies, MRgFUS has been 
reported to be feasible, fast, and efficient, as well as to 
allow safe sonolysis of ICH.60 In addition, therapeutic 
ultrasound could increase angiogenesis following isch-
emic or hemorrhagic stroke, possibly even before intra-
cranial angioplasty procedures.61,62 Thrombolysis and 
angiogenesis using ultrasound may have great capacity 
to complement current treatments in ischemic and 
hemorrhagic stroke (Fig. 1). However, further research 
is required to develop approaches that achieve the in-
tended functional outcomes of sonothrombolysis and 
angiogenesis, without serious adverse events.

INFLAMMATION INHIBITION AND SOFT TIS-
SUE REGENERATION

Low-intensity ultrasound could be a potential mo-
dality for inhibition of inflammation and promotion 
of soft-tissue healing (Fig. 1).63 Previous experiments 
have suggested that low-intensity ultrasound enhanc-
es the resorption of herniated disc and upregulates 
growth factor gene expression.64,65 Recent clinical stud-
ies have indicated that low-intensity ultrasound could 
encourage the recovery of cervical radiculopathy in 
patients.66,67 Pulsed ultrasound significantly improved 
thresholds of pain, after treatment in an animal model 
of chronic migraine. These results provide initial evi-
dence that ultrasound may also provide an important 
therapeutic option for patients suffering from mi-
graine.68 This novel treatment modality has attracted 
much attention because of the widespread applications 
and effectiveness of low-intensity ultrasound.63

CONCLUSIONS

Ultrasonography is widely recognized as a tool for 
imaging. However, recent research on therapeutic ul-
trasound has made great progress. In some neurolog-
ical diseases, ultrasound has been used for therapeutic 
purposes in clinical practice, with proven efficacy. The 
use of therapeutic ultrasound for the treatment of es-
sential tremor has been approved by the United States 
FDA. Therapeutic ultrasound has also been approved 
in many countries, for the treatment of Parkinson’s 
disease, neuropathic pain and neuropsychiatric condi-
tions, such as major depression and obsessive-compul-
sive disorder. 

This modality has potential for use in the treatment 
of many more neurological diseases than currently 
being treated in clinical practice in the future. Ther-
apeutic ultrasound has great potential for functional 
ablation of specific brain lesions, tumor ablation, neu-
romodulation, immunomodulation, sonothrombolysis, 
angiogenesis, and soft tissue healing. In addition, the 
effects of transient BBB opening in delivery of thera-
peutic agents and the subsequent use of sonodynamic 
therapy could revolutionize future treatment of neuro-
logical diseases. Considering the unlimited potential 
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for the development of therapeutic ultrasound, clinical 
application could significantly change treatment para-
digms in neurological diseases. However, further stud-
ies are necessary to ascertain the risks, advantages, and 
limitations of this emerging therapeutic modality.
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